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Review of The Lion King
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'Amazrng." Those are
just some of the corr:
ments people have
made about Disney's The

Lion ,Kng, presented by
North Carolina Theater's
Broadway Series South

. at the Progress Ener gy
Center. The Lion King
wAs certainly all of those
things and more.

From mid August
through late October, a
national touring company
was in Raleigh preserrt-
ing The Lion King. With
a packed house nearly
every night, audiences
could not get enough of
the adventures of Simba,
Nala, Timon, Pumba,
Zazu, and Scar.

Fans of the animated
Disney movie saw the
same story, heard the

same award winni^g
songs, and recognrze the
characters. Add the famil-
iar elements to several
more African inspired
Songs, complex and beau-
tiful costumes, and a set
well designed enough to
convey the pridelands of
Africa, and you have two
and a half hours of pure
entertainrnent that you
wish would never end,
although you know it has
to, leaving the audience
with the only disappoint-
ment of the ehtire show: it
does end.

Director and cos-
tume designer Julie
Taymor has created
on the stage what most
people could never pos-
sibly convey. Audience
'mefnbers are swept away
from modern day Raleigh
and transported half-
way around the world to

Africa. The costumes are
so spectacular and the
acting so convincing that
one forgets that there is
often an actor holding up
the puppet being focused
ory or behind the animal
as they{ ralk around. The
animal costumes often
resembles the characters
in the movie, but the stage
show adds an African
flair to them. Flowing
robes, beaded necklaces,
and natural materials add
to the beauty and mai-
esty of the characters. In
grouP nFmbers, there are
a wide varieb/ of anirnals
that walk across the stage,
including an elephant
that if one looks closely
enough can see that there
is someone inside each
ttleg, moving the massive
creature along. Caribou
are attached in sets of
three to sticks that a danc-

er holds as he or she leaps a battle of good versus
across the stage, convey- evil, and while the good
i.g many Caribou run- prevails, it is not with-
ning and leaping three by out trials and tribulations
three through the land. and very devastating loss.
Even auiing the stam- Audientes to this 
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pede scene, duncers stand production were not di;-
behind massive buffalo appointed,
masks, moving
them forwards
and backwards,
making the
audience forget
that they are
simply running
in place.

Aside
from the visu-
als, the audience
is treated to a

funny, moviflB,
sometimes sad
story of an eager
at first, and later
reluctant king of
the pridelands.
It is ultimately a
story of real life,




